
To detach the parts from the board, press the anchor point with your thumb. 
Always push with your thumb on the engraved side of the board, so the piece falls under the board.
You can easily locate the anchors points by looking at the back of the board.
Use PVA glue diluted with a li le water. (3 parts adhesive,  1 part of water).
Use a small file to remove the anchor points’ residues. You can also use a modeler’s knife (handle it carefully to prevent injury). Use a small 
brush to spread the diluted glue.

Guide - Paint Rack A & B 
Brush Holder 

Glue each part [H]
face to face on [K].

Do not allow drying �me between the following steps

Join the two parts [H]
with the part [I] on top

Add the two parts [J] on each
empty side of [K], it helps to

keep all the assembly upright.

Glue a part [E] on each part [D].
(Note that there is a right way to do this {see image}. 

Make sure you can insert the assemblage in the slots on [A].)
Part [E] goes opposite of the slot at the top of part [A].

Glue the four [E and D]
assemblages into

the slots along [A].

Glue part [C] in
the slot at the
top of part [A]

Without wai�ng, glue the part
[B] across from part [A], making

sure to include every assemblage
in the slots one by one.

Glue one part [F] to close each row. Hold part [F] in
place for about a minute to make sure it is well posi�oned.

Both feet are op�onal. If you plan to use the holes at the
top of the rack to hang on the wall, do not a�ach the feet.

If you do not intend to hang your rack, the provided feet offer
greater stability and will prevent the rack from �pping over.

You can also glue the brush holder to the side of the rack
to have single piece of equipment.
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